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September 12, 1963
TAILWHEEL TRUNNION ATTACH SHAFT
APPLICABILITY:

All S-2A Aircraft, Serial Number 1003 thru 1189

There have been reports of failures of the tailwheel trunnion attach shaft. A solid stainless
shaft (P/N 5-5008-16) is available to replace the existing shaft.
This service letter is in two parts:

A.

B.

12236

A.

for airplanes which have a ½” O.D. trunnion attach shaft.

B.

for airplanes which have a ¾” O.D. trunnion attach shaft.

The following steps should be performed to install the new shaft on airplanes with an
existing 1½” O.D. trunnion attach shaft.
1.

With the tail of the airplane supported, remove the tailwheel trunnion from the
airplane.

2.

Drill one #3 (.213) diameter hole in the area of the forward gusset on each side of
the trunnion. These holes should be located at the center of each bronze bearing
laterally and when viewed from the sides the centerlines of the holes should point
down and forward at about 15 degrees to the bottom of fuselage when the
trunnion is in place. The holes should be drilled through the gusset, the trunnion
forward lateral tube, and the bronze bearing. Three each holes with a ¼ x 28 tap.
Remove the zerk fittings from the old trunnion attach shaft and install them in
these holes.

3.

Replace the trunnion on the airplane, installing the new solid trunnion attach
shaft. Grease the bearings through the newly installed zerk fittings.

The following steps should be performed to install the new shaft on airplanes with an
existing ¾”O.D. trunnion attach shaft.
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1.

With the tail of the airplane supported, remove the tailwheel trunnion from the
airplane.

2.

Insert one of the reamed steel bushings in each end of the 7/8 x .058 trunnion
forward lateral tube such that the end of the bushing is flush with the end of the
tube. Weld around the edges to fasten the bushing to the tube.

3.

Press one bunting bronze bearing into each steel bushing which was welded into
the trunnion in step 2 above.

4.

Perform step 2 from instruction A above.

5.

Insert one of the reamed steel bushings in each trunnion attach bracket on the
fuselage frame. Weld around the edges of the outside to fasten the bushing to
the tube of the fuselage bracket.
NOTE:
On some airplanes, it will be necessary to cut ¼” off two of the steel
bushings which come with this kit to make them fit the tube lengths of the
fuselage trunnion attach bracket. This also applies to two of the bunting bronze
bearings which are pressed into this bushing on the next step.

6.

Press one bunting bronze bearing into each steel bushing which was welded to
the fuselage trunnion bracket in step 5 above.

7.

Replace the trunnion on the airplane installing the new solid attach shaft. Grease
the bearing through the newly installed zerk fittings.

Be sure to give the outside diameter of the trunnion attach shaft on your airplane when
ordering this service kit.
Parts List for “A” above; ½” O.D. shaft
Trunnion attach shaft (P/N 5-5008-16)

1 required

Parts List for “B” above; ¾” O.D. shaft
1.
2.
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¾ x .065 x 1 ½ long 4130N steel
tube reamed to .625± .001 diameter

4 required

bunting bronze bearing, bunting
P/N P50-12, 5/8 O.D. x 1
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